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PREFACE.

The following chapters were delivered as a Course of Cantor Lectures before the Society of Arts. The lectures were largely illustrated by specimens borrowed from the Parkes Museum of Hygiene, at University College, and many of the illustrations are selected from those in the catalogue of that museum, others being chosen from those in "Our Homes," with the kind permission of Messrs. Cassell and Co.

The work has been carefully revised throughout, and a number of special illustrations added.

My thanks are due to Dr. H. R. Kenwood for kindly preparing the Index.

It is hoped that the book may be useful as a short and practical exposition of the means by which dwelling houses may be made wholesome.

This, the Fourth Edition, has been again carefully revised throughout by the Author.

W. H. C.

19 Savile Row, W.

July, 1898.
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